
Take A Seat

(Right) Preset the
conditions for devel-
oping power-produc-
ing torque by taking a
wider stance with
more body tilt. That
minimizes lower-body
motion on the back-
swing, building extra
torque. Notice the
shaft points to my
zipper.

Ball Height: With
today’s larger drivers,
tee the ball higher on
the clubface. An opti-
mum launch angle
with minimum rpms is
the goal. The opti-
mum launch angle on
TOUR is between nine
and 13 degrees, with
a spin rate between
2,300-3,300 rpm.

Wide At Address

Most members would like to add extra yards off the tee. By presetting the condi-

tions for power, it’s possible to pick up as much as 10 yards in length. This requires

minimum lower-body turn on the backswing but maximum upper-body turn. 

Some members may have it mixed up. They typically have too much wasted

lower-body movement on the backswing and not enough power-producing, lower-body movement on the downswing.

In other words, they don’t turn their hips through on the downswing.

Watch PGA TOUR players. They have minimum lower-body motion during their backswing and a tremendous

amount of lower-body motion on the downswing.
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Building resistance adds
power to your game

Scott Sackett is direc-
tor of instruction for
the PGA TOUR Golf
Academy, located at
World Golf Village in
St. Augustine, FL.

Limit lower-body backswing motion by practicing sit-
ting down. The goal is 45 degrees of hip turn on the
backswing and 90-degrees of shoulder turn. Hips need
to resist turning too early on the backswing. Try practic-
ing your backswing while sitting in a chair to develop
the correct restricted lower body feeling.
Top Of Backswing: Notice the
different amounts of backswing
rotation between the upper and
lower body. An ideal swing fea-
tures 90 degrees of upper-body
motion and only 45 degrees of
lower-body motion. Powerful
torque is created that develops
clubhead speed when released
back toward the ball. The extra
clubhead speed provides the
extra yards.


